Erratum


Corrections to errors in the above published paper are listed below:

Page 4, Plates 1 - 59………………...109-167 and Tables 1 - 7 ………………….168-186 should be corrected to:
Plates 1 - 59………………...108-166 and Tables 1 - 7 ………………….167-185

Page 17, 3rd Paragraph from bottom of page “Pl. 54I” should read “Pl. 55G”

Pages 26 and 29 characters 43 and 72 “Figure 6” should be “Figure 8”

Page 36 Figure 9 Escoharpes and “Escoharpes” should be corrected to Eskoharpes and “Eskoharpes”

Page 42 2nd last line of Results slop should be slope

Page 49 Material and occurrence delete sentence “Paratype: NHMUK It 29323,………of partial cephalon.”

Page 65 2nd line (Pl. 17D, E) should be (Pl. 17L, E) following the revised numbering on Pl. 17 (see below)

Page 66 penultimate line of Description delete reference (Pl. 17J)

Page 75 under sub-heading Material and occurrence, “Pl. 34J–K” should be “Pl. 24J–L”

Page 97 Material and occurrence NHMUK It 299381 should be NHMUK It 29381

Page 99 line 1 “up” should be “late”

Page 124 Plate 17 Transpose D and L on plate and delete “H” in description at the foot of page

Page 126 Plate 19 line 1“A–O” should be “A–P” and in last paragraph “M–O” should be “M–P”

Page 127 Plate 20 line 1 “A–O” should be “A–P”

Pages 158 and 159 Plate 51 and 52 Helioharpes retiarius should be corrected to Stoloharpes retiarius

Page 167 Table 1 locality Ou-Driss K. tumulus should be K. tumula

Page 171 Table 1 continued, locality Rissani, H. retiarius should be St. retiarius